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Set the scene perfectly with light
Intelligent LED technology conjures up individual lighting moods in kitchens and
living rooms. The LUMICA® LIC LED system from Naber provides all the options.
Beautifully designed kitchens only reveal their qualities in the right light. The means of
choice are intelligent LED lights with infinitely variable light colour and intensity. Bright,
fairly cool light with high colour fidelity in working areas, warm white cosy light at the
dining table and in the living area. Individually programmable lighting groups and lighting
scenes can be activated in seconds at the press of a button, via smartphone app or
voice control.
Enhance features, ease operation
The Naber LUMICA® range offers numerous LED lights for this purpose: above and
below cupboards, on handles and bases, in the niche, as an illuminated shelf,
suspended from the ceiling above the cooking island or as a spotlight in the built-in or
surface-mounted version. All of them can be switched individually. Networking via the
LIC LED system into individually programmable groups is more exciting though. After
cooking, for example, all it takes is one click and the scene changes from "cooking" to
"eating". The brightly lit cooking and working area changes to form the atmospheric
background. Dimmed LED Stripes discreetly emphasise the cabinet handles for easy
operation and quick orientation.
Remote control, app or smart voice control
The 12-volt LED lights are connected to the 230-volt mains supply via converters, either
individually or in groups. Various plug-in function modules make the converters
intelligent. They enable control via remote control, door contact and motion detector or
additionally via smartphone app for iOS and Android. In this way, a simple installation
can be extended and upgraded with an intelligent controller. The optional LIC Home
Base module makes it possible to connect the kitchen lighting to a smart lighting control
system or a smart home system, for example from Bosch or Philips Hue. This then
connects directly to smart loudspeakers from Google or Amazon: "Alexa, kitchen,
cooking" and you instantly have optimum lighting conditions at the work surface and
hob.
Also for home office & co.
The design lights from Naber not only cut a good figure in functional rooms, but also
above the desk in your home office or in your living area. In this way, the intelligent

lighting control system can be extended wirelessly and remotely to other rooms for
convenient control.
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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